Academic Affairs
Jay Miller
Debbie Nolan
Edward Gildea
Judith Levy
Seana E. Zimmer
Annette Lucas
Cheryl Wager
Jan Lange
Valerie Nelson

Vice President of Finance and Administration
Winfield Guilmette

Vice President of Academic Affairs
Judith Levy
Computer Services
Susan Helfand
Alison L. Bettinger
Rick Bogdan
Stacy Gawrys
John King
Paula Laholt
Tracey Nelson
Eric Ordway
Dee Rhoad
James Shuttlesworth
Susan Smith
Ruth Sprague
Ray Stitt
Lesa Surman
Joe Trump

Registrar's Office
Rosemary Angeloni
Barbara Boris
Rachel Rott
Carol Williams

Student Financial Services
Tracey Berton
Mona Chylack
Patricia Keebler
Heidi Linkenhoker
Tracy Long
Ginny Elizandro
Suzanne Sparrow
Admissions Office
Paul Cramer
Lauren M. Cyrsky
Erin E. Dickerson
Richard DiFeliciantonio
Jamal Elliott
Sloane Gibb
Diane Hammer
Jane McLaughlin
Barbara Mulroy
Sandra Pinter
Joseph Rulewich
Sue Thomas
Patricia Gauger

Development Office
James Baer
Steffie Crowther
Mary Ellen Dewane
Sue Donato
Georgette Druckenmiller
Kathryn Forberger
Diane Hoffman
Michele Kielkoph
Patricia Phillips
Ken Schaefer
Nina Simoncavage
Christina P. Sockeo
Camela Vall
Cheryl Walborn

Business Office
James Cooper
Betty Davidson
Joanne Drzewicki
Stephanie Frangiosa
Mary Mulholland
Sharon Pearson

Faculty and Staff 133
Residence Life
Brian Stephenson
Natissa K. Kultan
Steve Larson
Corinthian Ridgeway
Lynda Manz

Myrin Library
Maureen Damiano
Judith Fryer
Charles Jamison
Doreen Kopycinski
Linda Marchetti
David Mill
Cara Nageli
Joan Rhodes
Kimberly Sando
Theresa Tuscano
Carolyn Weigel
Jane Whitman

Multicultural Services
Paulette Patton
Carolann Johnson
Jackie Haring (International Student Advisor)
"Don't be afraid to give your best to what seemingly are small jobs. Every time you conquer one it makes you that much stronger. If you do little jobs well the big ones tend to take care of themselves."

Dale Carnegie
Physical Plant
Russel Baum
Dave Bennette
Scott Bessemer
Michael Birmingham
Michael Degler
Robert Eberz
Stephen Gehringer
Ted Geigus
Timothy Ray Grater
Jeff Henry
Carylon Klee
Fred Klee
Perry Kline
Thomas Krumenacker
Sue Levengood
Randall Markley
Carol McMillan
Gary Melkranz
Jay Murphy
Charles Musselman
George Myers
Ray Peppeo
Douglas Perry
Rick Porter
Robert Powel
Elizabeth Robb
Leonard Ruth
Gary White
Jeffrey Williams

College Communications
Blanche Allen
Joan Brandon
Wendy Greenberg
Sally Widman
Jim Yamana
"Education’s purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open one."

Malcolm Forbes
Chemistry
Sandra Brown
Danielle Goken
Ronald Hess, Chair
Marian Kechel
Carl Ohlenberg
Brain Pfennig
Codrina Popescu
Andrew Price
Colleen Regan
Barry Robinson
Thomas Ruttledge
Victor Tortorelli
Eric Williamsen

Classics Department
Yvon Remon
Ann Scott
John Wickersham, Chair
Media and Communication
Studies
Stacey Bohanak
Jeanine Czubaroff, Chair (Fall)
Lynne Edwards, Chair (Spring)
Marcia Stein Goldberg
Sheryl Goodman
Rebecca Jaroff
Jennifer Levy
Jay Miller
Margaret Rakus
Robert Spicer
Louise Woodstock

Theater and Dance
Christopher Aiken
Stacy Bohanak
Lisa Jo Epstein
Perry Fertig
Domenick Scudera, Coordinator
Cathy Young

Education Department
Julie Droluk
Del Engstrom, Director
Cheryl Everett
Don Hillegas
Vivian Loewenstern
Susan Mascianonio
Albert Mauthe
David McCall
John Menichelli
Karin Sconzert
Rebecca Skulnick
Judith Stryker
Carol Royce
Modern Language
Rudy Aguilar
Paula Alvarez
Cindy Biel
Douglas Cameron, Chair
Misako Chapman
Robin Clouser
Juan Ramon de Arana
Melissa Hardin
Miho Iwakuma
Yvon Kennon
Peter Luborsky
Annette Lucas
Benita Lutcher-Hoorfar
Matthew Mizenko
Hanae Nakamura
Frances Novack
Xochitl Shuji
Judy Smythe
Giovanna Steyaert
Colette Trout
Henry Virgilio

Philosophy and Religion
Roger Florka
Edward Gildea
Stewart Goetz, Chair
Claudia Highbough
Yvon Kennon
Nathan Rein
Charles Rice
Kelly Sorenson
Chair of Physics Department
Douglas Nagy (To the left)

Physics and Astronomy
Chris Cellucci
Daniel Lipper
Lewis Riley

Politics and International Relations
Cathy Bogusky
Rebecca Evans
Gerard Fitzpatrick
Steven Hood
J. Houghton Kane
Joseph Melrose
Paul Stern, Chair
Samuel Winslow
Psychology Department
Catherine Chambliss, Chair
Knela DaCosta
George Fago
Tracey Hansell
Gabrielle Principe
Kenneth Richardson
Bruce Rideout

People who do not understand themselves have a craving for understanding

Wilhelm Stekel
"Searching is everything - going beyond what you know. And the test of the search is really in the things themselves, the things you seek to understand. What is important is not what you think about them, but how they enlarge you."

Wynn Bullock